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Abstract

Tectonics of the Georgia Basin, northwest Washington State, USA, and southwest British
Columbia, Canada

Peter Michael Polivka
Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Affiliate Professor Dr. Thomas L. Pratt
Department of Earth & Space Sciences / School of Oceanography

GPS strain and recent neotectonic studies in northwest Washington and southwest British
Columbia indicate long term north-south shortening of the Cascadia forearc extends north of
recognized active faults. This study reviews seismic reflection profiles from the SHIPS 1998 and
2002 experiments in conjunction with industry data to identify active geologic structures capable
of accommodating this unaccounted strain. Here a new active northeast striking thrust system in
southern Strait of Georgia is identified, the fault ruptured during the 1997 earthquake near
Gabriola Island and Vancouver B.C. is imaged, and the first subsurface images of the Sandy
Point Fault are presented.
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
The Strait of Georgia of southwest Canada and the northwest U.S. mainland is an inland
waterway that occupies the forearc basin of the northern Cascadia subduction zone (figure 1).
The Strait of Georgia stretches more than 200 km north between mainland Canada and
Vancouver Island, from the U.S./Canadian border in the southeast to central Vancouver Island in
the northwest. The topographic low underlying the Strait of Georgia has had multiple models
proposed for its formation, one being Cretaceous to Eocene margin-parallel strike-slip motion
(Johnson, 1985). Basin formation has recently been recognized to have resulted from
syndepositional thrusting along both sides of the basin, shifting the model from that of a forearc
basin to that of a foreland basin (Mustard, 1994).
A thick sedimentary sequence composed of marine Cretaceous and non-marine Eocene
strata underlies the strait and is exposed along its edges (figure 2). Cretaceous shale beds have
been explored for fossil fuels since the first Strait of Georgia settlers in the mid-1800s. Coal for
household heating was the original prize spurring geologic exploration. Localized tar seeps,
inferred to originate from volatilization of coal beds by intrusive igneous events (Bell, 1967), led
to several “off-shore” and onshore hydrocarbon surveys in the region. Despite perceived reserves
(Bell, 1967) large-scale production never occurred, presumably because of small volumes, poor
capping, or both. A limited amount of data from these commercial surveys has been published
(England and Calon, 1991; England and Bustin, 1998; Hurst, 1991; Bell, 1967) and some of
these proprietary data have been viewed by a small number of people (England and Calon, 1991;
England and Bustin, 1998; Hurst, 1991; Bell, 1967).
The seismic hazard around the Strait of Georgia is not well known. In the Puget Sound
region south of the Strait of Georgia, several major faults (Seattle Fault, Tacoma Fault, South
Whidbey Island Fault Zone) are recognized as active, with the seismicity accommodating
northeast-southwest oriented shortening associated with subduction of the Juan de Fuca oceanic
plate and northward migration of the Coast Range block (Wells et al., 2003, 1998, 1988).
Previously the Devil’s Mountain fault, possibly connected to the Leach River Fault on
Vancouver Island, was thought to be the northern extent of this active deformation. However,
recent paleoseismic work has shown Holocene fault activity further north on the Vedder fault
(Barnett, 2006) and the newly discovered Sandy Point and Birch Bay faults (Kelsey et al., 2012).
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Geodetic observations by McCaffrey et al. (2012) and Mazzotti et al. (2002) suggest deformation
still further north, well past Vancouver, British Columbia, but deformation directions conflict.
Several ≥ML 5.0 earthquakes have occurred in the Puget Lowland area of the Cascadia forearc
over the last 150 years (e.g., Dewberry and Crosson, 1996) but the strait is seismically relatively
quiet. Shallow (<30km) seismic activity is greatest at the south end of the Strait of Georgia, in
the area where the strait borders the San Juan Islands. Vancouver Island also experiences a
diffuse scatter of seismic activity.
Seismic hazards around the Strait of Georgia are of concern because of potentially
amplified ground motions. On 24 June 1997 a ML 4.6 earthquake occurred ~37km WNW of
Vancouver British Columbia; no significant damage was recorded for the event. Cassidy and
Rogers (1999) combined strong motion recordings from the greater Vancouver area with those
from the 1996 ML 5.1 earthquake near Duval, Washington to provide the first strong motion site
characterizations for the greater Vancouver area. Cassidy and Rogers (1999) performed spectral
analyses and had four major findings: 1) ground motions on the Fraser river delta are amplified
2-6 times relative to those of firm soil (firm soil is the reference used by the National Building
Code of Canada [NBCC]; NBCC only provides for a base shear amplification of two for thick
soils [>15 meters]); 2) the largest amplifications are observed near delta edges where Quaternary
sediments thin and soil resonance frequencies approach that of common building heights; 3)
source and path effects play an important role; and 4) frequencies greater than 8 Hz are slightly
attenuated while 1.5 to 4 Hz are amplified, suggesting small one or two story structures on delta
material would experience slightly reduced shaking at their resonant frequency while three to
seven story buildings on delta material would experience amplified shaking. Path dependence
currently is thought to be highly variable due to extensional structures (England and Calon,
1991; England and Bustin, 1998; Bell, 1967) in a compressional setting (McCaffrey, 2012;
Mazzotti, 2002).
Recent GPS studies along the Cascadia forearc have shown long-term north-south
shortening extending into the Strait of Georgia, well north of recognized geologic structures
known to be accommodating this north-south strain (McCaffery et al., 2000, 2002, 2012;
Mazzotti et al., 2002, 2003). Detailed studies show north-south shortening can not be replicated
with linear strain models, suggesting complex deformation (Mazzotti et al., 2003). Kelsey et al.
(2012) documents the first Holocene surface displacements within this region, but the structures
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responsible for these displacements remain poorly constrained. To better constrain geologic
structures and seismic hazards spanning the border, the U.S. Geological Survey and the
Geological Survey of Canada jointly conducted two marine geophysical surveys under the
Seismic Hazards Investigation of Puget Sound (SHIPS) project. A cruise in 1998 collected deep
marine seismic profiles using large airgun sources (Brocher et al., 1999; Fisher et al., 2005), and
a second cruise in 2002 collected high-resolution seismic reflection profiles in the Strait of
Georgia (Brocher et al., 2003). Reflection seismic profiles from the SHIPS cruises along with
previously unpublished academic and industry reflection lines are combined here to gain insight
about the structures and tectonics of the region. This study reviews new and existing marine
reflection seismic profiles to: 1) search for active structures capable of accommodating observed
GPS strain; and 2) examine structures proximal to recorded Holocene tectonics.
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Chapter 2. TECTONIC SETTING & STRATIGRAPHY
2.1

TECTONIC SETTING
Presently the northern Cascadia region appears to be dominated by NE-SW contraction

due to inter-seismic locking of the subducting Juan de Fuca plate beneath North America
(McCaffrey et al., 2012) and northward motion of the Oregon and Washington coast range block
(Wells et al., 1988). This contraction is partitioned on E-W striking thrust faults and NW-SE
oblique or strike-slip faults in the Puget Sound region (Johnson et al., 2004, 2001, 1999, 1996;
Pratt 1997; Sherrod et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 1996). Subduction related deformation
approximately equal to that within the Puget Sound region appears to extend into southwest
British Columbia based on GPS strain data (Mazzotti, 2011, 2002; McCaffrey 2012, 2005,
2000), but the structures accommodating this strain near the U.S.-Canadian border remain
largely unidentified. From a first order perspective, the region is geometrically complex with a
sweeping 35º change in the trend of the convergent margin in map view, requiring motion both
parallel and normal to the subduction margin over at least half of the combined Strait of Georgia
and Puget Sound region for the last 65 million years.
Tectonic theories for the Georgia basin have been substantially evolving over the past
forty years. Forearc models have been the most popular (England and Calon, 1991; England and
Bustin, 1998; Dickinson, 1983; Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Bell, 1967) with northwest striking
normal faults along the east and west edges of the basin to provide continuous accommodation
space. Patch (1984) proposed a strike-slip basin model, but foreland basin models subsequently
have gained popularity (Mustard, 1994; Monger and Journeay, 1992; Brandon et al., 1988) with
the recognition of thrust sheets controlling the basin’s structure, specifically the Cowichan Fold
and Thrust Belt that forms east Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands.
In summary, the margin is currently defined by the 35º change in the plate boundary
caused by westward migration of the coast range block (Wells et al., 1998), has a long history of
oblique convergence that has caused a variety of faults of largely unknown motion, displays
ongoing deformation, locally displays tensional structural features, and hosts a NE-SW shortened
fold and thrust belt.
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2.2

STRATIGRAPHY
A thick sedimentary sequence composed of Cretaceous to Holocene strata underlies the

Strait of Georgia. These strata consist of four major units: 1) Quaternary sediments; 2) nonmarine Eocene sedimentary strata; 3) marine Cretaceous sedimentary strata; and 4) basement
rocks.

2.2.1

Quaternary Sediments
Quaternary sediments are subdivided into modern Fraser River sediments, glacial

deposits, and pre-glacial deposits. Fraser sediments are located primarily near the river mouth
where they form the Fraser River delta. Glacial and pre-glacial strata are present throughout the
Strait of Georgia basin and have large variations in thickness. Glacial strata represent several
events throughout the Fraser glaciation. Reflection characteristics for Quaternary sediments have
been described by Hamilton (1991), Hart et al. (1995), Mosher et al. (1995) and Mosher and
Hamilton (1998). A prominent unconformity defines the base of the Quaternary sediments.
In my interpretation I define the different Quaternary units based on their seismic
character and the presence of unconformities (figures 4e & 4f). Methane hydrates locally cause
bright reflections from within the Holocene strata. Multiple units within the Holocene can be
identified on seismic sections; however, multiple glacial events have cut the deposits making it
difficult to link one isolated unit to another with certainty. No faulting or other deformation has
been observed where dividing the Quaternary strata into finer increments would be helpful for
interpretation, and the units are therefore left undivided for this study. The uppermost major
sediment unit, which is easily identifiable and has good lateral continuity, is the Holocene
sediment supplied by the Fraser River (Mosher et al., 2002; Hill, 2008).
2.2.2

Eocene Chuckanut/Huntingdon Formation
Below the unconformity at the base of the Quaternary, Eocene sedimentary strata consist

of a non-marine unit deposited unconformably on the Cretaceous Nanaimo Group (figure 2;
Mustard, 1994, 1991; Mustard and Rouse 1994). The Eocene unit is named Huntingdon in
Canada and Chuckanut in the U.S. and has previously been mapped on the North America
mainland, along the length of the Canadian Gulf Islands, and south into the San Juan Islands
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(Johnson, 1991, 1984). The unit consists of arkosic sandstone with increasing lithic content
moving up section, and was deposited within a series of meandering river environments
throughout the Eocene.
The base of the Eocene strata is an unconformity with the Cretaceous Nanaimo, but has
no distinct reflector signature on seismic profiles. Boreholes provide stratigraphic control, and
continuous reflectors are used to map the strata. Continuous bathymetric bedrock ridges
combined with terrestrial geologic mapping characterize the unit’s base as an angular
unconformity also with the Cretaceous Nanaimo.
Compressional deformation is recognized from folds within the Eocene strata (Johnson,
1984; Hurst, 1991), but the amount of shortening has not been estimated reliably (Johnston and
Acton, 2003).
2.2.3

Cretaceous Nanaimo Group
The Cretaceous Nanaimo Group is a package of marine sedimentary bedrock up to 4 km

thick (Mustard, 1994; England and Calon, 1991). Eleven units are recognized, composed of
sandstone-conglomerate units alternating with mudstone and fine grained sandstone beds. Coal
bearing facies serve as indicators of shallow, low energy marine deposition. Initially local
basement-supplied sediment was deposited as a submarine depositional fan, driven by gravity
flows. Subsequently the Coast Belt to the east and the northwest Cascades supplied the bulk of
the sediments, with the eastern Cordillera also becoming a significant source towards the end of
deposition. A series of northwest striking thrust faults in the Gulf Islands, known as the
Cowichan Fold and Thrust Belt (England and Calon, 1991; England, 1989), displace the
Nanaimo group and locally thicken the Nanaimo on Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands.
Restored cross-sections suggest up to 30% shortening (England and Calon, 1991). The Cowichan
Fold and Thrust Belt is cut by a series of younger, orthogonal northeast striking “secondary
faults” England (1989; England and Callon, 1991) with unclear senses of motion.
On our seismic profiles, the Nanaimo group appears as continuous reflectors
indistinguishable from Eocene strata.
2.2.4

Basement rocks
Basement rocks bound the Georgia basin, with the Wrangellia terrane to the west, the

North Cascades Terrane to the east, and the Crescent Terrane to the south. On Vancouver Island,
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Wrangellia rocks are composed of arc-related volcanic rocks and sedimentary strata showing
little metamorphism, with local igneous intrusions (Monger and Jouneay, 1994). The North
Cascades Terrane consists of several units exposed on the mainland and in the San Juan Islands.
Eocene basalt of the Crescent Terrane crops out on the southern and western edges of Vancouver
Island (Monger and Jouneay, 1994).
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Chapter 3. DATA
Unpublished and previously published seismic reflection data, cross sections from
seismic tomography models, map layers and earthquake hypocenters were digitally integrated for
this study using a 3-dimensional exploration geophysics interpretation package. Data from the
1998 and 2002 SHIPS projects were partially processed and then interpreted here; the 1998 data
have been previously examined in a cursory fashion (Brocher et al., 1999; Mosher et al., 2000).
Cruise track geometry was processed with MatLab, and Seismic Unix was used for seismic data
processing. figure 1 shows the tracklines of the various seismic surveys used in this study.

3.1
3.1.1

SEISMIC REFLECTION PROFILES
2002 SHIPS
The United States Geological Survey (USGS) and Geological Survey of Canada (GSC)

conducted a joint subsurface study aboard the Canadian Coast Guard vessel John P. Tully
through the San Juan Islands, north through the Strait of Georgia, and crossing the epicenter of
the 1997 magnitude 4.6 earthquake. The early portion of the cruise was used to debug a 24channel streamer, during which time single-channel airgun data were collected (“Teledyne” data)
as well as high-resolution profiles using a 3.5 kHz system or a towed “Huntec” system. The
GSC’s MUSE recording system multiplexed the data into a single file. Either Huntec or 3.5k
kHz were alternately collected because the systems interfered with one another; generally Huntec
was collected during the day and 3.5 kHz at night due to personnel schedules. The MUSE
recording system is a unique system developed in-house on a SUN Ultra 10 workstation and
includes a machine dependent code. Seismic profiles 8 and 10 consist of scanned paper printouts
of the profiles but no digital data, as the recording system was temporarily not functioning while
these profiles were collected. Appendix A and B augment Riedel’s (2002) cruise report listing
available digital single channel airgun data. Navigation for SHIPS 2002 data and meta data used
the digitizing of paper printouts.
The GPS units periodically recorded erroneous locations, which are immediately
apparent when plotted on a map. Despite both the GPS receiver and the airgun being tied to the
same trigger system, the times for GPS and airgun shots do not perfectly coincide. To determine
the airgun shot locations, shot times were extrapolated from the GPS positions. GPS locations
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recorded the ship’s location, not the airgun or streamer, so shot locations were computed to be 30
m behind the GPS position. Triggers for the 3.5 kHz and Huntec systems occurred more
frequently than GPS locations were recorded, and the locations were therefore extrapolated
between the GPS points.
To rectify the navigation with the data, functions for piecewise splines were fit to the
GPS data to allow any location along the cruise track to be approximated; time was the
independent variable in these spline functions. Erroneous GPS locations mentioned earlier were
infrequent enough to not have a noticeable effect on the spline fitting when examining GPS
locations on either side of the erroneous location. All instrument locations were assigned based
on assuming a location of the GPS receiver on the ship and assuming a tow distance behind the
ship, resulting in the GPS being about 30 m in front of the source and receiver. For a given shot
time an interpolated location for the GPS receiver was calculated from the spline fitting, and time
was iteratively decreased (locations behind the ship occurred earlier relative to where the ship is)
until a location within approximately a meter of the tow distance was found. Locations assigned
to the data headers via this method were then extracted and are the locations present in the
Google Earth KMZ files; the Excel spreadsheet holds the original GPS data.
3.1.1.1

Single Channel airgun profiles

A single 80 cubic inch airgun was the source for the SHIPS 2002 recordings made with
the single channel receiver. Shots were approximately every 5 seconds with a record length of 2
sec (Riedel, 2006). Processing consisted of bandpass filtering (30 to 360Hz), deconvolution with
a minimum gap length of 6 milliseconds, Stolt (f-k) migration, and time-to-depth conversion. No
stacking velocities were available from the single-channel data, so velocities for migration and
depth conversion were estimated from previous studies (Hurst, 1991; Tiffin, 1969) and generic
values for unconsolidated sediment, glacially overridden material, and sedimentary rocks.
Velocities of ~1600m/s for unconsolidated, ~1800 m/s for glacially overridden, and 2,000 –
4,500 m/s (increasing with depth) for sedimentary rock were used for processing. The water
bottom, unconsolidated sediments, and glacial sediments were well imaged.
3.1.1.2

Huntec

The Huntec system is a deep-towed acquisition system whose towfish depth was varied
depending upon the water depth. The data have a 525 millisecond trace length and sample rate of
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40 microseconds (Riedel, 2002). Noise frequencies overlapped or were very near the signal
frequency, making bandpass filtering largely ineffective. Deconvolution with the full frequency
spectrum greatly reduced wavelet sidelobes, creating sharp reflections from the water bottom.
Penetration of unconsolidated sediments was achieved; bedrock penetration was limited.
3.1.1.3

3.5kHz

3.5kHz has a transmit interval of 0.5 seconds for shallow water and 0.75 seconds for deep
water (Riedel, 2002). Data have a very similar appearance to the Huntec data and were likewise
processed with deconvolution but no bandpass filtering. No limited subbottom penetration was
achieved.

3.2
3.2.1

LEGACY DATA
1971 Western Geophysical
In 1971 Western Geophysical Incorporated (WGI) collected multichannel airgun profiles

covering the area north of the San Juan Islands, south into Puget Sound, and west through the
Strait of Georgia1. A large explosive-gas seismic source similar to an airgun was used. The data
were provided as stacked sections after processing by WGI. The data presented here were
bandpass filtered (5 to 40 Hz), and Stolt migration and depth conversion were carried out.
Velocities were estimated using published borehole velocities, results of refraction tomography
studies in the area (Dash et al., 2007; Zelt et al., 2001), and by trial migrations using a range of
velocities defined by the uncertainties reported with borehole and tomography velocities.
Shallow sediments are not well resolved because of the large seismic source, but deeper
reflectors from sedimentary strata are quite strong to depths of approximately 6 km.
Locations were determined using LOng RAnge Navigation (LORAN) radio technology.
LORAN uses low frequency radio signals from land stations to triangulate a location; the large
relief and complex geometry of the San Juan Islands distort radio ray paths and introduce errors
to the locations as these low frequency waves bend around the islands. Plotting the recorded
locations suggests a very jittery track line whereas the ship actually took a generally straight

Data are available at:

http://walrus.wr.usgs.gov/infobank/w/w270ps/html/w-2-70-ps.meta.html
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track. Linear r2 regressions were performed on raw track line locations to provide a more realistic
geometry for 3D interpretation. figure 1 shows these interpolated track line geometries.
3.2.2

Sparker seismic data
Seismic reflection data using a 300-Joule sparker electrical source were collected off the

R/V Centennial in 2004. Data were processed using a 180-600Hz bandpass filter, deconvolution
(gap=0.002s), and time-to-depth conversion. Again the single-channel data provided no velocity
control, so the velocities were assumed to be 1480 m/sec for the water and 1600 m/sec for the
shallow sediments. Penetration was about 100 m into the shallow sedimentary strata.
3.2.3

1998 SHIPS
The 1998 cruise was conducted aboard University of Washington’s Thomas G. Thompson

research vessel throughout the Strait of Georgia, Puget Sound, and Strait of Juan de Fuca. Both
multichannel reflection data and refraction data using land-based receivers were collected
(Brocher et al., 1999). Thirteen airguns combined for a 79.3 liter source were recorded on a 2.4km- long, 96-channel streamer (Fisher et al., 1999). Hydrophone group spacing was 25 meters
with the nearest channel towed 200 meters behind the stern. Only the reflection data across the
Strait of Georgia, lines SG1N and SG1S were used in this study, although the tomography model
in the region also included data from this cruise. These lines have considerably better depth
penetration than the 2002 single channel data, and the northern line passes within 4km of the
epicenter of the 1997 earthquake, offering the best chance to image the fault responsible for that
event. Reflection data were already stacked, and velocities were estimated from tomography
models (Dash et al., 2007; Zelt et al., 2001). Data were bandpass filtered (3-36 Hz), deconvolved
(gap=0.045s), Stolt migrated, and depth converted.

3.3

TOMOGRAPHY DATA
To aid the interpretation, TIFF images of the published cross-sections through the

tomography models and geologic cross sections were converted to SEGY data, assigned
locations, and imported into the 3-D interpretation software as seismic profiles with the
amplitude being the image of the published cross section. Cross-sections included England and
Callon’s (1991) Nanaimo balanced interpreted cross sections, Dash et al.’s (2007) tomography
sections, Zelt et al.’s (2001) tomography sections, Johnson’s interpreted Chuckanut sections,
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Tiffin’s interpreted line tracings of past sparker lines, and the analog industry seismic lines
published in England and Bustin (1998) and Hurst (1991).
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Chapter 4. INTERPRETATION
Once the data were imported into the 3D interpretation software, they were analyzed by
picking key horizons and unconformities, interpreting faults, and creating isopach maps.
Borehole data, surface mapping, and high-resolution bathymetry were used to assign lithologies
to reflector packages.
Due to the complex geometry and sparse stratigraphic control only four units are
considered here: 1) Quaternary sediment; 2) sedimentary Eocene Chuckanut (US)/Huntingdon
(Canada) bedrock; 3) sedimentary Cretaceous Nanaimo bedrock; and 4) basement. Interfaces
between Quaternary sediment and sedimentary bedrock were identified by angular
unconformities with high reflection amplitudes, with the high reflection amplitudes indicating an
interface with a large velocity and/or density change. Contacts between Eocene and Cretaceous
material are solely based off borehole stratigraphy or by connecting surface mapping with
seismic profiles, with continuous bedrock ridges being evident on high resolution bathymetry.
No reflectors from within basement material were imaged on the seismic profiles.

4.1

MAJOR GEOLOGIC STRUCTURES BENEATH THE STRAIT OF GEORGIA
In this paper I focus on the geologic structures that form the major elements within the

Georgia Basin, and the structures that have Holocene activity documented either from seismicity
or from paleoseismic studies. The former include the Nanaimo Basin and Outer Isles fault; the
latter include the Sandy Point structures and the fault responsible for the 1997 earthquake. Here I
describe these structures as imaged by the seismic data.

4.2

NANAIMO BASIN
The deepest portion of the Georgia Basin is a thick subbasin, the Nanaimo Basin, whose

edges are defined by distinct folds in the sedimentary strata. The edges of the Nanaimo basin are
defined by the transition from shallow Eocene strata within the basin to older Nanaimo group
outside of the basin. The eastern most of Canada’s Gulf Islands, Tumbo Island, is the only
outcrop of Eocene bedrock observed in the Gulf Islands (figures 3 & 7); everything to the west is
Cretaceous Nanaimo strata, leaving a 600 meter window between Tumbo and Satuma Islands for
the contact’s location. Tumbo Island is a small knob that forms part of a long ridge that can be
traced continuously north along Vancouver Island’s coast; this ridge intersects the 1998 SHIPS
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track, providing stratigraphic control for the seismic profiles. Nanaimo Basin is defined by
continuous reflectors stairstepping down from both the north and south, with the deepest portion
occurring near the international border (figure 2). Reflector curvature tightens with stratigraphic
depth, eventually becoming kinkbands in Cretaceous bedrock. No sharp truncations of reflectors
are observed to directly indicate blind thrust systems controlling the basin, but such faults can be
inferred below the edges of the basin based on the downward-sharpening fold axes.
The southern system of folds is inferred to be the offshore extension of the San Juan
Thrust System, extending it 40 km further north than currently recognized. The northern
Vancouver Fold and Thrust system has not previously been fully described (figure 2). Pairing of
mapped bedding surfaces of the 1998 SHIPS profile with bathymetric bedrock ridges provides a
northeast-southwest strike for the thrust system (figure 3). Extending to the west the surface
traces of faults and folds interpreted here shows them paralleling faults labeled as “secondary”
by England and Callon’s mapping (1991) of the Nanaimo group (figure 3). England and Callon
(1991) show these secondary faults cutting the Cowichan Fold and Thrust Belt.
The southern tip of the Vancouver Fold and Thrust Belt (VFTB) shows a narrow band of
well-defined growth strata (figure 2, blue lines). These growth strata are interpreted to result
from a blind, listric thrust fault that steepens as it nears the surface. Lower portions of imaged
Cretaceous strata appear to have reflectors meeting at abrupt angles with no curvature, which
indicates the reflectors are cut by faults. Approximately the upper kilometer of Cretaceous strata
shows folding of continuous reflectors, with reflector curvature increasing with depth; growth
strata continue into overlying Eocene strata. Quaternary deposits show a slight (<1º) dip, also
consistent with growth strata. Back-limb geometry is not as well defined as forelimb structures
but are still present. Possible on-lapping strata are highlighted in cyan (figure 2).
Non-parallel reflectors are present at the northern extent of the San Juan thrust system
and are deformed by younger faults up-dip. The length of non-parallel reflectors suggests
deformation on a scale larger than the seismic section.
Post-Eocene basin shortening is estimated using the Cretaceous-Eocene unconformity.
Over a linear distance of 46 km the unconformity measures 46.136 km (figure 2). Lack of onlapping strata and constant thickness of basal Eocene reflectors indicate a flat depositional
surface, allowing for an estimate of a shortening rate of 146 meters over 56 million years, or
0.0026 mm/yr. There is greater deformation present in Cretaceous strata further north; however,
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displaced and highly deformed reflectors do not allow specific stratigraphic units to be traced
across faults to determine displacement rates. Cowichan Fold and Thrust Belt deformation likely
exists between what is mapped on Vancouver Island and the seismic profile, making the
extrapolation of on-shore mapped units to the seismic section tenuous. North-south deformation
is further examined in subsequent sections.

4.3

OUTER ISLAND FAULT
The origin of the present day Strait of Georgia basin has been debated since the

beginning of subsurface investigations. Originally thought to be a graben resulting from a
decrease in the convergence rate of the Farallon Plate (England and Bustin, 1998; Bell, 1967),
the notion of normal faults of large enough scale to account for observed basin depth has been
contested for two main reasons. First, no other normal faults are recognized parallel to the
convergent margin - faults are thrust or oblique reverse. Second, the Nanaimo and
Chuckanut/Huntingdon were deposited in a proto Strait of Georgia and appear to subsequently
be uplifted and deformed by compression (England and Calon, 1991; England and Bustin, 1998;
Johnson 1984), thus requiring down-drop for accommodation space, uplift to present terrestrial
positions, then down-dropping of present day Strait of Georgia to present bathymetric
expression, with erosion and/or non-deposition of Oligocene and Miocene strata along the way.
The southwest margin of the Georgia Basin, formed by the Outer Island fault, was
originally interpreted as a normal fault. This notion was inferred from steeply northeast dipping
beds on the western edge of the Gulf Islands, interpreted to be the Outer Island Fault and shown
on Line 8 in England and Bustin (1998). The extensional nature of the Outer Island Fault was
subsequently questioned because a high velocity region appeared to be uplifted west of the OIF
trace in Dash et al.’s (2007) velocity model of the Georgia Basin (figure 6). With the boundary
of the high velocity zone appearing near-vertical at the south end of the Gulf Islands and
becoming southwest dipping at the north end of the Gulf Islands, Dash et al. (2007) reinterpreted
motion on the Outer Island Fault to be blind reverse. Bedrock strata observed in Tiffin’s (1969)
profiles also support the blind thrust hypothesis by showing a series of folds that have greater
amplitude and wavelength progressing northward along Dash et al.’s (2007) OIF proposed trace
(figures 6 & 7). Furthermore, Gabriola Island (Doe, 2012) and Sucia Island (Mustard, 1994)
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show syncline-anticline complexes, suggesting that deformation from the Outer Island Fault
extends further north and south than the extent proposed by Dash et al. (2007).
I interpret the Outer Island fault as a blind, southwest dipping thrust fault, as proposed by
Dash et al. (2007), that causes a kink band in the Cretaceous and Early Eocene strata long the
eastern edge of the Gulf Islands (figure 7). The northeast-dipping strata within the kink band
accounts for the relatively steep bathymetric slope moving away from shore, and for the
relatively steeply dipping bedrock strata reported by England and Bustin (1998). The kink band
is consistent with forelimb strata within a fault propagation fold (Suppe and Medwedeff, 1990;
Shaw et al. 2005). There are no growth strata indicating post-Early Eocene deformation.
Bedrock reflectors fade rapidly at the base of the kink band, leaving the larger east-west bedrock
structure undefined and not permitting slip rate estimates. Overlying Holocene sediments show
occasional non-horizontal reflectors between horizontal reflectors, suggesting a non-tectonic
origin for non-horizontal reflectors and no obvious Holocene motion on the fault.
The southwest dip inferred for the OIF makes it antithetic to the current geometric
interpretation of the Cowichan Fold and Thrust Belt on Vancouver Island (figures 3, 7, & 9). The
OIF thus appears to be a backthrust to the Cowichan fault system, or vice-versa.

4.4

1997 GABRIOLA EARTHQUAKE
The seismic hazard of the Georgia basin was re-evaluated following a ML 4.6 thrust

earthquake on 24 June 1997. This earthquake was preceded by a ML 3.4 foreshock on 13 June.
Although these earthquakes did not cause any significant damage, their location within 37 km of
the city of Vancouver (Cassidy and Rogers 1999) raised the question of whether the faults
responsible for these earthquakes could host much larger earthquakes, could extend directly
beneath the city, or could be part of a more extensive fault system that does extend beneath the
city.
Focal mechanism solutions from P-nodal (Cassidy et al, 2000) and centroid moment
tensor (CMT) (Malone et al., 1997) were computed for both the foreshock and mainshock. The
P-nodal solution shows the mainshock ruptured a 47º north dipping fault striking 262º with a slip
of 98º; the CMT solution differs slightly with a dip of 56ºN, strike of 278º and slip of 120º. The
CMT foreshock solution is a 67º north dipping thrust, striking 259o with a slip of 109o, similar to
both solutions for the mainshock. However, first motion data for the foreshock allow
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significantly different fault and slip geometry from P-nodal solutions. Solutions range from a
geometry similar to the mainshock solutions (strike 236, dip 43, slip 123), all the way to a north
dipping right lateral strike-slip fault (strike 266, dip 72, slip 156). Cassidy’s (2000) relocation of
55 aftershocks is best described by a plane dipping 47 degrees to the north, suggesting a northnorthwest striking thrust fault dipping approximately 45 degrees best describes the fault and
motion of the 1997 earthquake mainshock.
The 1998 SHIPS profile crosses within approximately 3.6 km of the hypocenter along a
NE/SW track (figure 4a), which is oblique to the assumed fault plane. Projecting the relocated
earthquakes onto the SHIPS 1998 profile places them near a group of interpreted faults, marked
by reflector terminations with deformation of shallow sediments above (figure 4b & 4c) not
imaged on previous versions of the profile (figure 4d). The reflector terminations and fold
geometry are consistent with fault-propagation-fold geometry, agreeing with the stress states
derived from the focal mechanisms. The seismic profile shows six splay faults reaching the
bedrock-sediment interface and extending down 500 to 2000 meters before reflector coherence is
lost. A slightly listric fault dipping approximately 45º to the northwest is interpreted to reach
greater depths and form the master fault based upon northwest dipping reflector termination
planes north and south of the earthquakes, and on the focal mechanism solutions. The three
largest splay faults are antithetic to the listric main fault (figure 4c).
Above the bedrock deformation in the vicinity of the 1997 earthquake, the SHIPS 2002
seismic data image triangular blocks of displaced sediment (figures 4e & 4f). Blocks are
approximately 800 meters wide at the sea floor and at least 100 meters tall. Vertical
displacements are on the order of meters, approaching the resolution of the data. A distinct
failure plane cannot be traced to bedrock; however, sediment surrounding the blocks also appears
tilted, suggesting bedrock fault block motion transitions to soft sediment deformation of
Quaternary deposits; when internal strain becomes too great blocks of sediment may locally
fault. These triangular blocks can be traced across all of the 2002 SHIPS lines (figure 4a) and
trend 10º north of west. The trend of the faults bounding these displaced sediment blocks
projects onto an unnamed fault mapped on Vancouver Island, passing between the north end of
Gabriola Island and the Hudson Rock Ecological Reserve. Both P-nodal and CMT moment
solutions strike slightly south to the Leboeuf Bay and Drangon’s Lane faults (Doe 2009, England
and Bustin, 1998), cutting Gabriola Island (figure 4). All three of these faults have previously
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been considered either normal or strike-slip despite dramatic changes in bedrock dip angles
across each fault. Because of the splay fault geometry present in the bedrock it is possible that all
three faults were active during the 1997 earthquake.
On the SHIPS 1998 line no distinct reflector packages within the 1500 meters of well
imaged strata (figure 4b) can be correlated across the main fault, which allows for two possible
interpretations of fault motions. The first interpretation is that post-Cretaceous vertical
displacement is greater than 1500 meters. The second interpretation is that the combination of
out-of-plane bed thickness variation and strike-slip motion is great enough to not allow reflectors
to be correlated on the seismic section. Bed thickness variations could be the result of deposition
mechanisms or earlier deformation caused by the Cowichan Fold and Thrust Belt. Shallow
deformation observed on the grid of 2002 SHIPS lines, combined with bedrock deformation
observed on the 1998 SHIPS line, establish a minimum fault length of 18 km, with an imaged
width of 2.5 km.
Despite only slight ambiguity in the trend of the faults, focal mechanism solutions
suggest 10º south of west while Holocene sediment deformation observed on the 2002 SHIPS
airgun lines suggests 10º north of west, the pervasiveness of faulting throughout the region
impedes definite correlation of onshore mapped faults with those observed here in section.
Projecting the fault defined by the focal mechanism solutions ~20 km east places the fault under
West Vancouver. Holocene sediment deformation projects to Sea Island British Columbia, just
south of Vancouver and home to Vancouver International Airport.
I prefer a northeast strike interpretation for the faults because focal mechanisms and
onshore bedrock faults match this orientation and attribute the slight skew of the band of
sediment deformation to preexisting sediment fabric. This interpretation identifies the Lebeouf
Bay and Dragon’s Lane faults on Gabriola Island as active and potential sites for future
neotectonic studies.

4.5

SANDY POINT STRUCTURES
Kelsey et al. (2012) first identified three northwest striking faults, the Sandy Point, Birch

Bay, and Drayton Harbor faults, near the US/Canadian border based on LiDAR visible fault
scarps, sharp gradients in the magnetic field, changes in diatom species, and uplifted beach
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terraces (figure 5a). Holocene vertical displacements of meter scale were interpreted from
elevation changes of marshes, suggesting fault slip of similar amounts. figure 5 shows the senses
of motion interpreted for the faults (Kelsey et al., 2012). Elevation changes are interpreted from
changes in diatom species.
Western Geophysical lines W2 (figure 5b) and W3 (figure 5c) cross the projected
locations of the Sandy Point and Birch Bay faults. Both lines stretch from just south of the
US/Canadian border into the northern San Juan Islands and the associated San Juan thrust system
(figure 5a). Hydrocarbon exploration well AHEL provides stratigraphic age control, which is
then projected onto W2 and W3 by correlating similar reflector packages; deformation imaged
on line W4 (figure 5d) accounts for the difference of stratigraphic depths on W2 and W3.
Seismic profiles show that beneath Quaternary sediments of varying thickness (0-300 meters), a
gently deformed, approximately 3-km-thick sedimentary bedrock sequence dominates the
northern portion of the lines.
The Birch Bay Fault forms a sharp inflection point and reflector truncations at the
northern end of line W3 (figure 5c). Reflectors correlate across the kink, indicating little to no
net vertical displacement on the fault. Deformation around the kink increases with depth,
consistent with growth faulting, to approximately 4km where reflector coherency near the end of
the line is lost due to migration edge effects.
The southern extent of the horizontally-stratified sedimentary rocks is defined by an
abrupt termination that is either a fault, a sharp fold, or both. Strata to the south of the fault
appear to be dipping 10o northward. The strike of the abrupt termination of strata on the seismic
profile coincides with the projected location of the Sandy Point fault as interpreted from the
trends of magnetic anomalies that coincide with the on-land location of the fault (Kelsey et al.,
2012).
Reflectors on profile W3 abruptly flatten at 3.5 to 4km depth relative to overlying
reflectors. Additionally, reflectors can be traced beneath the Sandy Point Fault suggesting the
upper strata are a block sitting on a detachment. Consistent reflector geometry within the
bedrock allows for interpretation of the unconformity at the top of the Nanaimo Group. Based off
this projection approximately 1.5 km of Eocene aged Chuckanut overlies approximately 1.5 km
of Cretaceous Nanaimo, if the change in reflector geometry at ~3.75 km is interpreted as a
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detachment. Generally parallel Eocene and Cretaceous strata suggest a paraconformity with
approximately 10 million years worth of absent stratigraphy.
This 1500 meter thickness of Chuckanut strata is consistent borehole data (Hurst, 1991)
but conflicts with the 6,000 meter thickness derived from surficial mapping. This discrepancy
combined with generally flat lying strata in a region of thrust sheets (Mustard, 1994; Mongery
and Journeay, 1992; Brandon et al., 1988) could be reconciled by interpreting the area as a
foreland dipping duplex (Boyer and Elliott, 1982).
Reflectors crossing beneath the Sandy Point fault are interpreted to be real rather than
sideswipe based on two observations. First, shorelines are closer at the northern end of line W3
and no sideswipe artifacts are present. Second, these reflectors respond in the same way as the
upper Cretaceous and Eocene reflectors when the velocity functions used in processing are
changed. If processing velocities are set to 1500m/s, the propagation speed of water, sideswipe
artifacts from passing the San Juan Islands appear within the upper section of the southern
portion of line W3; reflectors passing below the Sandy Point Fault and upper Cretaceous and
Eocene reflectors disappear due to the improper velocity profile. When processing velocities are
within the standard range of 2000-4000 m/s for sedimentary bedrock the San Juan Island
sideswipe is not pronounced and reflectors passing beneath the Sandy Point Fault become strong
along with Cretaceous and Eocene reflectors.
South of the Sandy Point Fault bedrock reflector coherence is poor with the exception of
bedrock knobs poking to the surface. Detailed mapping of the San Juan Islands is carried
offshore via a 5-meter bathymetric mosaic to identify reflectors as Eocene and Cretaceous. In
map view, a high magnetic anomaly (Kelsey et al., 2012) corresponds with the area of poor
reflector coherence in W3. There is no similar magnetic high located where reflector coherency
is lost on W2, suggesting that the cause of coherency loss must be of larger scale, possibly beds
dipping at steep angles or a western extension of the “tectonic zone” mapped on Lummi Island
(Schuster, 2005).
Lines San Juan 1 (figure 5e) and San Juan 2 (figure 5g) from the Centennial sparker
surveys show the most recent 10 meters of sediment above Sandy Point structures being
unbroken and of constant thickness. The upper 10 meters of sediment sits on an angular
unconformity at the top of older Quaternary sediment. On San Juan 2 the unconformity surface
displays a 15 meter down to the south stair-step surface, and 25 meters farther down is a 5 meter
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down to the north stair-step surface (figure 5h). No stair-step surfaces are present on San Juan 1
(figure 5f). Bedrock knobs pierce Quaternary sediment near the center of each line. Sediments
above the knob flanks are of constant thickness and have constant slopes suggesting faulting
however theses knobs are 3km south of the abrupt termination of bedrock reflectors. If sediments
have been tiled by uplifted bedrock knobs, the sense of motion would agree with geometry
established on lines W2 and W3 for the Sandy Point, conflicting with Kelsey et al.’s (2012)
reported motions.
Extending Kelsey et al.’s (2012) Sandy Point Fault trace to the strata terminations on
lines W2 and W3 indicates a fault length greater than 30km.
Line W4 (figure 5d) runs roughly orthogonal to lines W2 and W3 (figure 5a). A single
fault-propagation fold deforms the northern half of the section. Forelimb and back limb
structures are well defined with deformation increasing with depth indicating syndepositional
compression. Another step down to the south appears just south of the crossing of line W3.
Reflector curvature increases with depth and strata are onlapping. The extent of onlapping strata
and variation of bed thickness make this feature is unusual compared to other tectonic features
imaged on lines W2 and W3 where onlapping strata is limited and beds are of constant thickness.
A northwest dipping thrust fault interpretation loosely fits the sense of deformation; however,
reflector geometry does not match the forelimb and backlimb geometry observed on the northern
section of the line or the SHIPS 1998 line. Thus the kinematics responsible for this step remain
unresolved.
Motions interpreted for the most recent events (Kelsey et al., 2012) do not agree well
with the observed subsurface fault geometries on lines W2 and W3, and the faults do not show
consistent deformation progression in shallow sediments (figures 5e & 5g). These discrepencies
could be due to several factors. Both the Sandy Point and Birch Bay faults are blind faults on
shore (Kelsey et al, 2012) so the lack of a bathymetric scarp is not unreasonable. However,
folding of Quaternary sediment driven by a blind fault would still be expected. Both the Sandy
Point fault and Birch Bay fault have small anticlines with tight folds beside them, the most recent
events could have been related to tightening of these folds and the faults may have been locked.
Lack of obvious progressively folded sediment could be due to the combined effect of the
distributed folding by blind bedrock faults and the strong tidal currents responsible for largescale sediment bedforms (Mosher et al., 2002) which might re-grade any fault-induced
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bathymetric slope change before sufficient deposition can occur to preserve folded sediment.
Currents appear to dominate bedforms just north of Sandy Point where the Foreslope Hills,
dunes 20-30 meters high, kilometers long, wavelengths of ~700 meters, are maintained by strong
currents with a large density gradient despite continuous gravity flows off the Fraser River delta
periodically cutting the dunes (Mosher et al., 2002). Quaternary sediments appear to be
influenced by but not a direct continuation of bedrock deformation based on SHIPS 2002 and
1998 profiles for the 1997 Gabriola earthquake, therefore short-term disconnects between surface
expressions and deeper tectonic motions are plausible.
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Chapter 5. REVISED BASIN MODEL
Mustard (1994) proposed the alternative forearc rather than foreland basin model because
of sedimentation resulting from the thrusting of neighboring terranes, with proximity to a
volcanic arc being largely irrelevant (figure 8). In the forearc model basin subsidence and
geometry is controlled by interactions between the continental crust and the subducting plate. In
the foreland model basin geometry results from thrusting of strata within the forearc, a basin
forms where strata is least uplifted.
The foreland model is supported by observations here where the basin’s large
accommodation space results from rising basin sides rather than down dropping of the basin
itself (England and Bustin, 1998; Bell, 1967). Folding by the Outer Island Fault and a duplexed
block of Cretaceous and Eocene strata are interpreted to form the west and east edges
respectively of present day Georgia Basin. Recognizing the duplexed strata slightly modifies the
model to a foreland-dipping duplex (Boyer and Elliott, 1982). figure 9 provides a crude
schematic model.
Long-lived northeast shortening across the Georgia basin region is evident from the series
of accreted terranes and the presence of major mapped faults paralleling the subduction zone.
Growth strata are likely present in the western portions of the Nanaimo basin but are likely
difficult to observe in outcrop due to the degree of deformation caused by the younger Cowichan
Fold and Thrust Belt.
Northwest shortening is observed in growth strata imaged on seismic line SG1 from the
1998 SHIPS cruise (figure 2) indicating it also is relatively long-lived, originating in the midCretaceous at latest, and being orders of magnitude less than shortening normal to the convergent
margin. A pointed driving force normal to the convergent margin is required to cause the
counterclockwise rotation of the southern Outer Island Fault, and associated structures such as
the Border Fault. The combination of minor NW, margin parallel shortening and localized,
substantial NE deformation support Brandon et al.’s (1988) model “a” over their model “b”.
Model “a” proposed San Juan terrane arrival and accretion generally normal to the margin while
model “b” suggested a more oblique arrival angle with significant left lateral strike-slip along the
continent.
Interpreted faults and fold hinges on the 1998 SHIPS profile align with England and
Calon’s (1991) northeast striking “secondary faults”, suggesting at least some of the existing
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faults should be interpreted as oblique faults extending from offshore to the northeast, at least to
the center of the Strait of Georgia (figures 3 and 7).
Interpreting the Sandy Point Fault as the termination of a duplexed block resulting from a
northwest-directed impalement of the San Juan Islands is preferred because it fits all of the data.
The localized shortening would account for the lateral overlap of Sandy Point and Outer Island
Faults, allows for conflicting strata geometry on the SHIPS 1998 and Western Geophysical lines
to be disconnected, and agrees with trends of the Coast Belt Thrust System (Rusmore et at.,
2000) further north along the convergent margin. Duplex-generated horses could act as local
hydrocarbon traps, thus explaining the eastern progression of hydrocarbon exploitation
throughout the years (Hurst, 1991; England and Calon, 1991; Tiffin, 1969), and resolving
Johnson’s measured sections of 6000 meters (Johnson, 1985) with the ~2000 meters observed
with combined surface mapping, boreholes (Hurst, 1991), and seismic sections.
A dome and basin model could also be appropriate for the region given the orthogonal
fault systems. The dome and basin model would account for the different dip directions of strata
on the SHIPS 1998 and W4 lines and magnetic data (Kelsey et al., 2012) forming an egg carton
pattern (Theissen, 1986; Theissen and Means; Ramsay, 1967). However, deformation on the
northwest trending thrust systems appears to be orders of magnitude greater than the deformation
on the northeast trending systems, which is not consistent with a symmetric “egg carton” pattern
of magnetic anomalies.
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Chapter 6. IMPLICATIONS FOR EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS
Besides the safety of the large population and key facilities in the greater Vancouver area,
accurately characterizing seismic hazards in the region is critical to understanding the threats to
Vancouver International Airport and the 138kV submarine transmission line traversing the Strait
of Georgia from Point Roberts to the Saanich Peninsula. The latter supplies Vancouver Island
with electricity and ensures continued operation of the major infrastructure on the island.
Three geologic hazards associated with earthquakes have previously been identified for
the greater Vancouver area: 1) ground shaking with soft soil amplification (Cassidy and Rogers
1999); 2) slope failure on the Fraser River delta and associated lateral spreading (Christian et al.,
1997; Luternauer et al., 1994; Hart, 1993; Hamilton, 1987); and 3) tsunamis resulting from
seafloor uplift or massive slope failure (Luternauer et al., 1994; Hart, 1993; Hamiltion 1987;
Rabinovich et al., 2003).
Understanding the risk to common building heights of 3-7 stories and path sensitivity
(Cassidy and Rogers 1999) rely on characterizing active faults, fault geometry within bedrock,
and developing a tectonic model consistent with kinematic indicators observed on subsurface
profiles and bathymetry. Shaking related hazards are discussed by Cassidy and Rogers (1999)
and not discussed here.
Tsunami hazard has long been associated with mass wasting events off the Fraser River
delta (Rabinovich et al., 2003; McKenna, 1992; McKenna and Luternauer, 1987) despite no
correlation of abnormal tide gauge readings with mass events (Hamilton, 1987). A region of
bathymetric dunes, the Foreslope Hills, just offshore of the Fraser River delta has recently been
reinterpreted as large migrating sediment waves rather than slope failure deposits (Mosher et al,
2002). No tsunami deposits have been recognized within the Strait of Georgia, but there also has
been no known study specifically searching for tsunami deposits or related studies where
investigators would be likely to make the difficult differentiation of tsunami deposits from
deposits similar in appearance.
For example, tsunami deposits from the 2012 ML 7.7 Haide Gwaii earthquake were
difficult to identify because the event occurred in November when winter storms off the Pacific
Ocean highly reworked the beaches (Bird et al., 2013). Kelp hanging from branches in the near-
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shore forests demonstrated that a tsunami occurred and provided the best indicator of tsunami
heights around Vancouver Island (Bird et al., 2013).
Submarine slope failure along the Fraser River delta has been documented in the past,
raising the question of whether large failures could be triggered by earthquakes. McKenna and
Luternauer (1987) documented the first large, approximately 1,000,000 m3, sediment failure off
the edge of the Fraser River delta and within 100 meters of the Sand Heads Lighthouse. The
lighthouse is a pile-supported structure, located within 9 km of shore, and marks the end of
Steveston Jetty. Steveston Jetty sits on the north side of a maintained navigation channel across
the delta to the Fraser River. The lighthouse was automated shortly after McKenna et al. (1992)
proposed there is slope instability around the structure. Depth soundings performed by the Port
and Waterways Engineering Survey Division of the Pacific Region of Public Works Canada to
assist dredging activities on 27 June 1985 and 11 July 1985 showed dramatic changes (as much
as ?? m) in bathymetry between the two surveys. Sedimentation of an unknown amount likely
occurred between soundings, making the differencing of these soundings a lower estimate for the
volume of failed material. Hamilton (1987) notes there are no abnormal tide gauge readings
throughout the region for this period, indicating a local tsunami was not generated by the
displacement of material. No seismicity was recorded by either the USGS or GSC networks
between soundings, limiting any seismic event to less than M 1.0. Lacking a tsunami as an
indicator of rapid failure and displacement, McKenna and Luternauer (1987) suggested the mass
movement occurred as a fluid-supported sloughing of material as part of delta formation and
growth.
Interpretation of the Foreslope Hills as massive slump failures that caused large scale
water displacements, however, motivated the first assessments of the tsunami risk in the Strait of
Georgia (Hamiltion 1987). Numerical tsunami models for hypothetical submarine failures
predict wave heights of 18 meters hitting the Gulf Islands from a 750,000 m3 failure block
(Rabinovich et al., 2003). These model results, coupled with the lack of abnormal tide gauge
readings for known slope failures (Hamilton, 1987), suggest submarine slope failure induced
tsunamis pose a relatively small hazard. There were no large submarine failures or tide gauge
abnormalities associated with the 1997 Gabriola earthquake, suggesting an event greater than ML
4.6 would be needed to trigger a slope failure off a delta actively shedding supplied sediment
with strong currents offshore, as the Fraser River delta appears to be.
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The only wave of noticeable size on record within the Strait of Georgia was generated by
the slumping of a sandy spit triggered by one of Canada’s largest earthquakes, the M 7.3 June
23,1946 earthquake. This earthquake resulting in one death when a small boat capsized in the
water wave (Rogers and Hasegawa 1978). The earthquake occurred at the north end of the Strait
of Georgia (Gutenberg and Richter, 1949; Hodgson and Milne, 1951) or just to the west under
Vancouver Island’s east coast (Rogers and Hasegawa, 1978) at 30km depth. Rogers and
Hasegawa (1978) located it well above the subduction interface (McCrory et al., 2012; Rogers
and Hasegawa, 1978). The lack of a tsunami supports pure strike-slip motion (Rogers and
Hasegawa 1978). Located at 30 km depth, this remains one of Canada’s largest earthquakes.
The Sandy Point and Birch Bay faults define a bedrock block measuring approximately
10km by 20km beneath the Strait of Georgia (figure 5). Kelsey et al. (2012) documents 4 m of
shoreline elevation change for this region. Considering the 4 meters to accumulate over several
events still presents the possibility of significant tsunami hazard, with as much as 1 m of slip in a
given earthquake. Given the >30km length of the Sandy Point fault documented here, and the >1
m of vertical shoreline change, empirical relations suggest that the fault is capable of M6.5 or
larger earthquakes (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994).
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Chapter 7. GPS STRAIN & REGIONAL HAZARD
The Devil’s Mountain Fault is currently the northernmost source included on the USGS
National Seismic Hazard Map (Peterson et al., 2008). Our seismic profiles combined with Kelsey
et al’s (2012) work shows that the Sandy Point structures extend at least 3km below the surface,
have a map length of >30km, have recurrence intervals of 1,000 to 2,000 years, and have meter
scale displacements. These fault parameters suggest there is substantial seismic hazard in the are
north of the Devil’s Mountain fault.
Mazzotti et al. (2002) estimates 5 to 6.5 mm/yr of long term north-south shortening
occurring over an area stretching from southern Oregon to central Strait of Georgia. The majority
of this permanent strain is geologically accounted for over the Puget Sound region (Mazzotti et
al., 2002; Peterson et al., 2008), but 1-2 mm/yr, approximately 20%, remains unallocated and is
taken up in either southern Oregon or in the central Georgia Basin (Mazzotti et al., 2002).
Seismically active compressional features along the 1998 SHIPS seismic profile provide an
explanation for at least part of this un-partitioned strain. A small strain rate of 0.0026 mm/yr is
known from the deformed Cretaceous-Eocene unconformity on the 1998 SHIPS seismic line
(figure 2). If the lack of reflector correlation across the 1997 Gabriola earthquake fault (figure 4)
is attributed to vertical thrust motion, then 1500 meters of non-correlating strata must have been
displaced since approximately the end of the Cretaceous, giving the fault a slip rate of 0.016
mm/yr. Just south of the 1997 Gabriola earthquake fault is another large fault-propagation-fold
structure, with slightly more complicated geometry.
The Georgia Basin region has not been seismically instrumented long enough to
accurately characterize the long-term seismicity rate (Clauge, 2002), making it difficult to
establish recurrence intervals. The best estimate possible is to consider the southern Strait of
Georgia, the length imaged by the SHIPS 1998 profile, as a region of shortening. The 1976 M
5.3 under Pender Island (Clauge, 2002) and the 1997 ML 4.6 Gabriola earthquakes could be
considered as events occurring on the Vancouver Fold and Thrust system and the region a
tentative recurrence interval of ~M5 events until detailed neotectonic studies can be conducted
on Gabriola Island.
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Chapter 8. DISCUSSION
Within Georgia Basin bedrock faults have not been observed to continue into Quaternary
sediments but rather displaced bedrock places stress on the bedrock-sediment interface, sediment
then deforms in response to this surface loading. This surface loading can permit soft sediment
deformation occurring without a planar surface connecting deformed sediment and bedrock on
seismic profiles. This dynamic emphasizes the importance of strong bedrock penetration by
seismic profiles when mapping faults within the basin. A sharp change in material properties,
~1700m/s sediments against ~2000m/s sedimentary bedrock, combined with possible subtle
fabrics within sediments resulting from being glacially overridden is interpreted to account for
this behavior.
North south deformation across the northern Cascadia forearc appears to begin abruptly
in southern Washington/northern Oregon and decrease with distance north into southern British
Columbia. This shortening is accommodated on fault geometries, perpendicular to the
subduction margin and askew. The Tacoma fault, Seattle fault, and Vancouver Fold and Thrust
Belt are the former while the South Whidbey Island fault and Devil’s Mountain fault are the
latter. Additional askew fault structures in the area of known Sandy Point structures could
explain the disagreement between terrestrial studies and marine reflection profiles. This change
in fault geometry is interpreted to result from northern migration of the Oregon block imposed
on the local curving of the subduction margin. This observation suggests other curved subduction
zone with an additional tectonic forcing (e.g. northern migration of the Oregon block) would also
present with multiple fault geometries.
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Chapter 9. FUTURE WORK
Processing of multichannel seismic reflection profiles acquired during the 2002 SHIPS
cruise to better resolve bedrock faulting proximal to the 1997 earthquake as begun. Processing is
expected to continue into early 2014 when interpretation will commence.
Resolving strike for the blind thrust fault imaged on line W4 could be accomplished by
an additional deep seismic line, preferably askew to existing lines to better resolve apparent dip
issues, extending further north within Boundary Bay. No deep seismic profile transcending the
Strait of Georgia is known to have been complete; such a line would better constrain the northern
extent of Sandy Point structures as well as determine off-shore deformation associated with the
Cowichan Fold and Thrust Belt.
The current disparity of Eocene strata thickness from surficial mapping and reflection
profiles is difficult to reconcile. Additional dating of subsurface strata could support historic
subsurface dates.
Magnetic data has greatly aided tectonic studies in Puget Sound (Sherrod et al., 2008;
Kelsey et al., 2012; Blakeley et al, 1995). Magnetic igneous bodies of the Coast Range Plutonic
complex (Rusmore et al., 2000) complicate magnetic data north of the San Juan Islands,
requiring pluton bodies be identified and removed from magnetic data when fault identification
is the goal. For this reason seismic profiles would be preferred over additional magnetic surveys.
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Chapter 10. CONCLUSIONS
The Strait of Georgia is underlain by a southeast trending basin that has been highly
deformed locally by forearc shortening and the emplacement of the San Juan Terrane. The
Chuckanut and Nanaimo are suspected to be duplexed along the west coast of the mainland
based upon stratigraphic ages from industry wells and the low gravity anomaly along the eastern
shore of the Strait. Continuous uplift of the east and west coasts of the strait have generated
accommodation space since the mid Cretaceous, allowing for thick sedimentary sequences to
accumulate beneath the present Strait of Georgia. Recognition of the basin geometry and
accommodation space being controlled by fold-and-thrust belts supports Mustard’s hypothesis
that the Georgia Basin is a foreland basin rather than a forearc basin. Here I suggest the east edge
of the Strait is formed by a foreland-dipping duplex deforming Cretaceous and Eocene Strata.
The Eocene Chuckanut/Huntingdon strata lies above a paraconformity at the top of the
upper most Cretaceous Nanaimo on Lummi Island and further east in the Cascades (Brandon et
al 1988) and is imaged on the Western Geophysical lines. Combiningg Nanaimo mapping
(England and Calon, 1991, detailed mapping of the Chuckanut (Mustard and Rouse, 1991;
Johnson, 1991), and high-resolution bathymetry indicates there is an angular unconformity
between the Cretaceous and Eocene strata east of the Gulf Islands.
I propose the Leboeuf Bay fault or Dragon’s Lane fault cutting across Gabriola and
Vancouver Island as the most likely culprits of the 1997 earthquake To determine how close
these faults might come to locations of concern for seismic hazard analyses, seismic surveys
designed to penetrate roughly 1000 meters into the sedimentary Cretaceous and Eocene bedrock
would be preferred over the smaller airgun profiles collected in 2002. Sediment deformation
present on the 2002 SHIPS lines above the 1997 Gabriola earthquake agrees well with the focal
mechanisms, but it appears this deformation resulted from internal deformation rather than a
scarp resulting from the bedrock fault continuing to the sea floor.
Submarine slope failures off the Fraser River delta have yet to result in abnormal tide
gauge readings despite displacements of large volumes (up to 1,000,000 m3) (Mosher et al 2002).
At least one failure occurred without recorded seismic activity, suggesting such failures are part
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of the normal delta growth process. High energy currents within the Strait of Georgia may assist
in preventing seismically susceptible bodies of sediment from accumulating. There is no record
of tsunamis occurring within the Strait of Georgia from fault displacements during earthquakes,
but shoreline elevation changes recorded by Kelsey et al (2012) and the geometry of the Sandy
Point structures suggest tsunamis likely happened in the past.
The newly recognized Vancouver Fold and Thrust system is orthogonal to the Cowichan
Fold and Thrust belt elevating Georgia Basin’s recognized structure from a single fold and thrust
belt to dome and basin. This thrust system is currently active, accommodating previously
unpartitioned long-term N-S shortening.
I have identified major faults in the locations predicted for the Sandy Point and Birch Bay
faults, with trends that are consistent with the trends of magnetic anomalies. The Sandy Point
fault, in particular, appears to be a major boundary forming the south end of a ~3-km-thick
sedimentary sequence. Reported motions on Sandy Point structures are opposite to the longerterm deformation indicated on seismic profiles, indicating complex tectonics that includes strikeslip or a reversal of motion. This suggests strain to be linear along the Gulf Islands with nonlinear strain being limited to the northern San Juan Islands – southern Gulf Islands region.
These findings indicate current USGS National Seismic Hazard Maps should be modified to
incorporate the Vancouver Fold and Thrust system as the northern most active structure
accommodating long-term north-south shortening, approximately 100km further north and the
currently northern most feature, the Devil’s Mountain Fault, to more accurately represent seismic
hazard within Cascadia.
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APPENDIX A.
INVENTORY OF DIGITAL 2002 SHIPS SINGLE
CHANNEL AIRGUN DATA
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14.43609244	
  
15.00554168	
  
12.50378138	
  
12.96508859	
  
12.24759203	
  
12.22504492	
  
12.34692249	
  
14.33974566	
  
14.60553344	
  
13.31879659	
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APPENDIX B.

TIF2SEGY CONVERSIONS

Airgun data for Lines 8 and 10 was not collected digitally in SEGY format. It is not
entirely clear what happened but the cruise report notes the COAMS system experienced a series
of short circuits and system failures during this early portion of the cruise. It’s presumed these
issues impacted the Teledyne system in one way or another and resulted in no digital data for
Lines 8 and 10. Both Lines 8 and 10 were recorded on paper RefTek systems, these paper copies
were then scanned and converted to SEGY data files using the shell script tif2segy created by
Andrew McRae. These data files are not true SEGY data but simply the images written in the
SEGY format so they could be displayed by seismic software thus these files cannot be
processed as SEGY data, e.g. migrated.
Below is a table listing the start and end times of digitally collected lines and time-points
written on paper RefTek versions of Lines 8 and 10. Times indicate significant overlap of lines.
The following is a proposed scenario explain this overlap:
• Line 7 was recorded longer than planned
• Line 8 was not recorded digitally but the paper RefTek copies were marked for the
planned Line 8
• Since Line 8 was not being digitally recorded, Line 9 recording started early; the early
part of Line 9 was planned to be the end of Line 8 thus the paper copy records the early
part of the digital Line 9 as the end of Line 8
• Similarly, the digital recording of Line 9 went longer than planned and the paper copy
indicates the start of Line 10.
Paper copies of Lines 7 and 9 would be needed to verify this.
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Line	
  
7	
  

start	
  time	
  [d:h:m:s]	
  

end	
  time	
  [d:h:m:s]	
  

135:18:12:53	
  

135:21:07:56	
  

	
  
8	
  	
  

	
   [h:m:s]	
  
time	
  point	
  

trace	
  n	
  umber	
  

21:00:23	
  
21:30:22	
  
22:00:21	
  
22:30:21	
  
23:00:20	
  

96	
  
965	
  
1942	
  
2915	
  
3891	
  

	
  
9	
  	
  

start	
  time	
  	
   [d:h:m:s]	
  

end	
  time	
  	
  [d:h:m:s]	
  

135:22:51:15	
  

135:23:23:45	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
10	
  

	
  
	
   [h:m:s]	
  
time	
  point	
  

	
  
trace	
  n	
  umber	
  

23:00:20	
  
23:30:19	
  
0:29:59	
  

290	
  
1300	
  
3240	
  

start	
  time	
  	
   [d:h:m:s]	
  

end	
  time	
  	
  [d:h:m:s]	
  

136:07:46:48	
  

136:08:51:42	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
11	
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APPENDIX C.

FIGURES

1. General Geology & Data Sets
Bounded by Vancouver Island to the west, mainland North America to the east, and the San Juan
Islands to the south, the Strait of Georgia is a local depression in the Cascadia forearc filled with
Cretaceous and Eocene strata. Index map shows Cascadia Subduction Zone resulting from the
Pacific plate subducting beneath North America as red line with teeth on subducting Pacific
Plate. Gulf Islands are outlined with grey, San Juan Islands with white, all other coastlines are
black; Satuma Island (SI), Tombo Island (TI). Bolder black line indicates section displayed in
figure 2.
2. SHIPS 1998 bare & interpreted
See figure 1 for location.
a) Un-interpreted section
b) Interpreted section
The southern portion of Nanaimo Basin appears to be deformed by two trust systems, one
northwest verging and one southeast verging. “Secondary faults” of the Cowichan Fold and
Thrust belt mapped by England (1989) and breaks between Gulf Islands project northeast to fold
axial surfaces observed in profile. Proximity to the San Juan Islands suggests the southern thrust
system is in fact the northern continuation of the San Juan Thrust System; there is no previously
identified thrust system to correlate the northern folds with. A narrow --- meter window exists
between the Eocene surface of Tumbo Island and the Cretaceous surface of Saturna Island a
series of parallel bedrock ridges constrain the K-E boundary to this window along the Gulf
Islands. A bedrock ridge continues north from Tumbo Island to intersect with the seismic profile
and provide stratigraphic control. Growth strata beds are highlighted in blue, possible on-lapping
strata in cyan. P-nodal (Cassidy et al, 2000) solutions plotted; ML 4.6 mainshock (278,56,120)
and ML 3.4 foreshock (236,42,123) figure 4 displays Cassidy’s earthquake relocations for the
1997 ML 4.6.
3. Fault system strike
Kinks the in the bathymetric bedrock ridge defining the Cretaceous-Eocene boundary project
northeast (black dashed lines) to fold hinges on the seismic section, establishing trends for faults
observed in section; faults appear to be offshore continuations of England’s (1989) “secondary
faults” noted to be younger than the Cowichan Fold and Thrust Belt. Dashed red lines project
faults near 1997 earthquake (figure 5) onto the map using same general strike. See figure 7 for
legend. (Note that true fault strike is slightly more east than depicted by black dashed lines due to
the offset of the seismic section from the mapped track line.)
4. 1997 Earthquake
a) un-interpreted section with earthquake relocations.
Between stations 7800 and 8200 reflector coherency is lost in narrow vertical zones and several
reflectors have abrupt angular changes, these trace up to the bedrock surface as reflector
terminations. Vertical exaggeration of ~2.
b) Interpreted section with focal mechanism
Relocated focal mechanism solutions for the ML 4.6 mainshock and ML 3.4 foreshock (Cassidy
et al) are plotted. Apparent bedrock surface displacements and abrupt reflector angle changes are
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interpreted as a group of shallow splay faults from a north dipping listric thrust fault. Note angle
of focal mechanism does not agree with the interpreted fault due to vertical exaggeration of 2.
c) 2002 SHIPS; Line 61 subsection; Teledyne
Sediments show localized deformation in the regions around stations 500, 700, and 950.
Sediment at station 700 is displaced as a 250m deep by 800m wide triangular package. Sediment
reflectors become transparent at station 950 and continue north suggesting gas hydrates.
d) 2002 SHIPS; Line 64b subsection; Teledyne
Sediments are displaced in three triangular packages between stations 950 and 750. Connecting
the largest package and the one on Line 61 has a trend of 10 degrees north of east, passing over
the relocated earthquakes and interpreted thrust fault.
5. Sandy Point structures
(a) Location map showing lines from Western Geophysical & Centennial cruises; bold lines
indicate portion of line shown.
(b) Western Geophysical line W2
(c) Western Geophysical line W3
Both lines trend north-south and are dominated by a ~2.5 km thick sedimentary sequence. Strikes
proposed by Kelsey et al for Sandy Point Fault project to these terminations; the inflection point
in reflectors at the north end of W3 is correlated with the Birch Bay Fault. Stratigraphic control
is established by correlating reflector packages with industry line AHEL 1 (Hurst 1991); line
AHEL 1 has stratigraphic control from dating preformed on the industry well AHEL (Hurst
1991). Geologic units of the San Juans are carries off-shore via high-resolution bathymetry to
interpret reflectors south of the Sandy Point Fault. South of the Sandy Point Fault reflector
coherence is lost at shallow depths despite sedimentary near the surface; loss of reflectors could
be due to: change in lithology without a strong interface reflector, contact metamorphism due to
igneous intrusions, or rapid source attenuation due to a zone of highly faulted material (Lummi
Island Tectonic Zone, WA state geologic map) Sense of motion proposed by Kelsey et al (2012)
on Sandy Point and Birch Bay Faults are shown with large back arrows above each section.
White lines demark multiples.
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Western Geophysical line W4:
Centennial line SJ1:
Zoom of Centennial line SJ1 above updip projection of Sandy Point Fault.
Centennial line SJ2: Orange line demarks angular unconformity within Quaternary
deposits.
(h) Zoom of Centennial line SJ2 above updip projection of Sandy Point Fault
Both lines trend north-south and are dominated by a ~2.5 km thick sedimentary sequence. Strikes
proposed by Kelsey et al for Sandy Point Fault project to these terminations; the inflection point
in reflectors at the north end of W3 is correlated with the Birch Bay Fault. Stratigraphic control
is established by correlating reflector packages with industry line AHEL 1 (Hurst 1991); line
AHEL 1 has stratigraphic control from dating preformed on the industry well AHEL (Hurst
1991). Geologic units of the San Juans are carries off-shore via high-resolution bathymetry to
interpret reflectors south of the Sandy Point Fault. South of the Sandy Point Fault reflector
coherence is lost at shallow depths despite sedimentary near the surface; loss of reflectors could
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be due to: change in lithology without a strong interface reflector, contact metamorphism due to
igneous intrusions, or rapid source attenuation due to a zone of highly faulted material.
6. Outer Island Fault Review.
a) Tomography slices from Dash et al 2007. Dashed red box on N2 indicates approximate
area imaged by Tiffin (1969) with 5000 joule multichannel sparker.
b) Multichannel sparker lines collected by Tiffin in 1969 show folded strata above Dash et
al’s (2007) proposed location of the Outer Island Fault. Reflectors dipping steeply to the
east are consistent England’s observations (1991,1998).
7. Geologic Map
Notable updates include, defining the Cretaceous-Eocene boundary, extending Sandy Point
structures further northwest, identification of the Border Fault and North San Juans Block,
identifying an active fault in the region of the 1997 earthquake, redefining and extending
England’s ‘secondary faults’, and Dash’s proposed blind thrust interpretation of the Outer Island
Fault supported by folded strata observed on Tiffin’s (1969) sparker lines.
8. Schematic of Cretaceous to present deformation of the Georgia Basin
a) South dipping basin with east-northeast approaching San Juan Terrane.
b) Terrane (not pictured) impacts basin causing minor north-south folding and large eastwest shortening initiating a ramp and flat geometry. Here the nose of the hanging wall is
assumed to be brecciated erode during thrusting.
c) Final configuration with duplexed strata forming a new higher eastern bank for the basin.
9. Progression of tectonic theory for Georgia Basin, see text for discussion. Modified from
Mustard 1994.

